Considering plane gravitational waves propagating through flat spacetime, it is shown that curvatures experienced both in the starting point and during their arrival at the earth can cause a considerable shift in the frequencies as measured by earth and space-based detectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evidence that the decay of a binary pulsar [1] is related to the emission of gravitational waves shows that the predictions of general relativity are valid even if we use approximations as those of the linearized models for small perturbations in the metric tensor.
Despite the claim that gravitational waves have never been directly detected, the study of this subject has afforded large development both in theoretical and experimental fields, not only in general relativity, but also in detectors technology, noise treatment, etc.
Nevertheless, direct detection of gravitational waves can unfold several mysteries of modern cosmology. As an example, the detection of very-long wavelength gravitational waves can improve the knowledge about the origin of the cosmic microwave background [2] . Another example is that of gravitational waves from neutron-starblack-hole inspiral that could bound the strength of a scalar field in scalar-tensor theories of gravity [3] , since in those theories there exists the possibility of a dipole gravitational radiation. Astrophysical characteristics can also be inferred from the measurements of gravitational waveforms [4] [5] . It is desirable, thence, that we have a precise idea of gravitational radiation spectra for different sources.
This paper intents to verify the existence of a frequency shift on gravitational waves that could cause detectors to be working out of their optimum. It is argued here that with few corrections modern detectors will increase their probability of detecting directly gravitational waves.
The foundation of this effect is in the Equivalence Principle: for instance, if a gravitational wave approaches the earth with a frequency f it could only be detected with the same frequency by a free falling antenna. The inverse problem occurs with gravitational waves outgoing from the source. The pushdown of the waves by its own source is known in the backscattering theory, which involves detailed knowledge of the quadrupole moment of the source [6] . Meanwhile, it is not reported that backscattering is considered for frequency shifts of gravitational radiation. And as far as I know it has been mentioned by Campbell and Matzner [7] but it was not the intent of their work, and such effect receives no longer treatment.
In this paper it is argued that, to quantify the frequency shift effect and to determine if it is worthwhile to be considered, it is not required the full nonlinear theory, and one can extend the geometric optics to regions where the background influences strongly the gravitational radiation.
Considering wavelengths short compared to the radius of curvature of the background space-time, one can observe that the propagation equations for the gravitational radiation yields the same phenomena as those observed for the electromagnetic radiation [8] .
Using the metric:
where h µν represents a small perturbation on the flat spacetime metric η µν (with h µν 1), the linearized vacuum field equations take the form:
But, with the choice of the gauge [9] :
where h = η µν h µν , one obtains:
As an attempt to compute the effects of the gravitational field on the gravitational wave in the moment it goes out from the wave generation zone close to the source, the plane wave formalism will be extended even to regions where the field is strong.
Hence, consider the gravitational radiation propagating as a plane wave given by some solution of the equation (2), in an eikonal type form:
where
and Ψ is the eikonal from which the wave vector k = −∇Ψ and the frequency ω = Ψ, 0 (i.e., k µ ≡ Ψ, µ) can be obtained.
Considering A * µν as the complex conjugate of A µν , one can also define the scalar amplitude A = Using the above defined quantities one can develop all geometrical optics formalism for the gravitational waves [10] . The analogy between gravitational waves and light using the eikonal (WKB approximation) was first addressed by Isaacson [11] . This approximation becomes more accurate for high-frequencies, when the wavelength is small compared to the radius of curvature of the background geometry, and the Riemann and the Ricci tensors expansions are gauge invariants to an extremely good approximation, since geometry can be considered as locally flat over distances of order L, where in first approximation one gets R (0)
Thus considering λ L ensures that A µν and k µ vary slowly over a characteristic distance of order L.
But the main feature to be considered here is the propagation frequency of gravitational waves in such way that, in the next section, we can analyze the effects of the source on its own gravitational wave frequency.
Noticing that the propertime is:
we have:
and so:
Since g 00 = 1 + 2φ/c 2 (recovering natural units, where c is the velocity of light), where φ < 0 is the gravitational potential (so normalized that φ(∞) = 0), in the linearized theory one can write the approximation:
If the gravitational radiation is emitted from a point where the potential is φ 1 with frequency ω, and is received at a point where the potential is φ 2 , then the frequency is shifted from its original value in ∆ω, given by:
which is the first-order Doppler effect formula usually found in electromagnetic red-shift investigation. A more precise approach should include other terms, such as that arising from the existence of a relative velocity v between the source and the earth:
Hence, gravitational waves experience a Doppler-like effect due to the difference between the source and the earth gravitational potentials (neglecting relative velocities). For instance, taking φ 1 as the gravitational potential of the source and φ 2 on the earth, most of the detectable events will happen with | φ 1 | | φ 2 | and, hence, ∆ω < 0, showing that there is an overall redshift on gravitational waves to be detected on the earth (except for background gravitational waves that baths the space). Thus, during its travel from the source to a ground based detector gravitational waves will be found in a lower frequency than that expected by standard calculations.
II. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
Some of the expected events in the search of gravitational radiation can be selected to determine if corrections are demanded for modern detectors.
For the purpose of a simple analysis one can use equation (6) to write:
where f is the source frequency, which has potential φ 1 . Typical earth mass and radius give rise to φ 2 −6 × 10 7 J/kg, negligible compared to the usual gravitational potential for the target sources.
As two examples, consider the cases of a collapsing neutron star and of a black hole. If one considers a neutron star with M NS M and R NS 10 4 m, and so
16 J/kg, the range of characteristic frequencies is 10 3 ≤ f ≤ 10 4 Hz. Another example to be considered is that of black holes, which have mass 2M ≤ M BH ≤ 10 10 M and, considering the horizon R BH 2M BH . In this case, the exact mass of the black hole does not affect the final result for the potential which is always φ BH ≈ −G/2. Now, computing the radiation shift for neutron star case with the use of equation (8), one obtain:
where f 0 is the original source frequency. Hence, the gravitational radiation for the neutron star suggested above gives:
and the frequency range is no longer 10 3 ≤ f ≤ 10 4 Hz, but 852 ≤ f ≤ 8517Hz.
As can be expected, the effect is stronger the higher is the gravitational potential of the source. For black holes ∆f − 1 2 f 0 , or: Some known results [12] are presented on table I, considering the shifts are caused only by geometries of the source and of the earth. The compact binary in the table has mass approximately M and radius R . Note that the expected red-shift is negligible, approximately 10 −6 . The stochastic gravitational wave background presents a negligible blue-shift for earth-based detectors. Furthermore, the characteristic frequencies for the stochastic GW background (10 −5 -0.03 Hz) is in the low frequency regime, where the approximations considered here fail. The red-shifts are computed using 1 + z = f em /f ob , with the emitted the observed frequencies, f em and f ob , respectively.
Hence gravitational waves can experience almost all the characteristics of electromagnetic waves, apart from the properties related to the charges that originated the wave. Together with those characteristics is the shift of gravitational wave frequency, which is a Doppler-like effect for gravitational waves. But if gravitational waves have their frequency shifted, what could be the consequences for detectors?
Focussing on bar detectors, which are known as narrow-band around the frequency f 0 they are looking for, the signal-to-noise ratio is given by:
whereh(f 0 ) is the Fourier transform of h(t), T n is the noise temperature (which takes care of all possible noises), and σ 0 is the cross section of the detector. Typically the noise is so severe that it becomes necessary to use a bandwidth ∆f very small compared to the sought frequency f 0 . Hence, if one considers the case of the black holes in equation (11), the original signal-to-noise ratio, (SN R) 0 , is now roughly:
Neglecting further effects of the 50% shift onh(f 0 ), the noise smothers source signal. Similar calculations can be carried out to verify what are the consequences of this effect for broad-band detectors, as GEO600, VIRGO, LIGO and TAMA, which operate as laser interferometric detectors at room temperature, and thermal and shot noise become larger compared to the signal, since the power output is proportional to f 1/2 [13] .
III. CONCLUSION
Using the so-called geometrical optics for gravitational waves it was possible to show that the difference between the gravitational potentials of the source and the earth can cause shift on gravitational radiation frequencies, which is considerable in some cases. To quantify the consequences of this effect geometric optics formalism has been extended to regions where the background curvature is strong. More precise results can be achieved in the future by using the full backscattering formalism [6] for some sample sources. In the first order approximation carried out here, one can see that very strong sources as black holes can have their frequency shifted to 50% of the original expected. For some kinds of detectors this shift can cause noise to smother the signal.
The resulting shift on gravitational waves frequency does not reduce the importance of the presently existing devices.
Moreover, it is possible to increase the probability to detect directly gravitational waves bursts if an adequate settlement of experiments take into account the displacement of the original frequency expected. It just emerges from this that another Doppler modulation factor should be taken into account during detector pattern analysis. Besides the highly sophisticated noise treatment [14] necessary to analyze GW detector output, one must extract the filtered signal after considering many factors. For in-stance, orbital motions of the LISA detector will cause the appearance of a frequency modulation [15] , which can be used to determine the source location and orientation.
LISA will work in the low-frequency band, 10 −4 -10 −1 Hz (which, due to seismic noise, is not reached by the ground-based detectors). On the other hand, in LIGO detectors [16] the filtering of seismic noise is so heavy that it creates a cutoff frequency around 10Hz at the test masses, in such that some events predicted to fall nearby that cutoff frequency can be missed.
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